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Abstract. Quality of service implementations, such as security and re-
liability, are notoriously difficult for software engineers. They have frag-
mented, cross-cutting implementations, with elements required in appli-
cation components on both client and server sides. Heterogeniety and
distribution make things even more difficult. To cap it all, precise re-
quirements, specially for security, are often deployment-specific. DADO
is a new programming model, with roots in aspect-oriented programming,
that aims to improve matters. The goal of DADO is to provide a CORBA-
like programming model to the developers of distributed, heterogenous
QoS features. DADO comprises a modeling language, a deployment lan-
guage, code generators, and a run-time environment. DADO allows QoS
features to be modeled at the IDL level. Communication between QoS el-
ements is explicitly modeled, as is the interaction between QoS elements
and applications (viz., advice). Model-driven code-generation handles the
mundane details of marshaling, despatch, and heterogeniety. DADO has
a separate deployment language that allows QoS services to be deployed
against applications. The DADO run-time also has several interesting
features: clients can dynamically respond to QoS features at the server
by deploying matching client-side service elements at run-time. DADO
supports various interception mechanisms, such as proxies, interceptors,
and code transformation, and all mechanisms are inter-operable. DADO
currently works on TAO and JacORB, and supports QoS implementa-
tions in both Java and C++.

1 Introduction

Consider a distributed medical application, wherein clients obtain prescriptions
from doctors. The attendant security policy requires that a client must obtain
a credential from a credential server (as in Kerberos; this eliminates the need
for the client to reveal his password to anyone but the credential server, and
also does not require the doctors/clients to reveal the security policy to the
authentication server) and present this credential to authenticate themselves to
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a doctor. To use the doctor, the clients must first register themselves with a
doctor for a period of time (this is to prevent clients from seeking duplicate
prescriptions from multiple doctors). While registered with a doctor, a client
may not use other doctors. The client can then obtain prescriptions.

Such a policy presents serious challenges for developers using middleware
such as CORBA. The policy requires modifications to both client-side (to ob-
tain credentials) and server-side (to validate credentials/registration, and also
register clients), and requires an extra bit of data (the credential) to be sent
across. Existing options for implementing such a service are unattractive. Mod-
ifying the interface, and weaving the policy code into the application tightly
binds the security policy into the application and tangles application code, vi-
tiates separation of concerns, precludes the reuse of the policy code elsewhere,
and complicates (likely) future modifications to the security policy. Reflective
implementations ( [1,2,9] do allow separation of concerns, and a componentiz-
able, reusable implementation; however, the use of reflection reduces the utillity
of static type-checking, and usually requires hand-written marshaling, demar-
shaling and dispatching code.

DADO provides a different approach to programming security and other
QoS features: the design philosophy is to bring to service developers the same
convenient programming model that CORBA brings to developers of distributed
heterogeneous software.

2 DADO

The Dado programming model comprises languages, tools, and run-time en-
hancements.

Languages. There are two langauges: the DADO interface description lan-
guage, or DAIDL, is used to describe the interface between the service el-
ements and the application components. The interfaces of client-side and
server-side service elements are modeled separately. DAIDL models QoS
methods, called advice, that interact with application methods. The com-
munications between client- and server-side is also explicitly modeled, as re-
quests. The second language, DADO deployment language, or DDL, is based
on Aspectj [7] pointcuts; this language specifies precisely how a QoS feature
interacts with an underlying application. For example, we can specify which
methods are intercepted by the security QoS advice, and (if need be) which
arguments of these methods are to be captured and sent to the security
policy implementation.

Tools. Dado has two sets of tools, for development time and deployment time.
At development time, code generators produce stubs and skeletons from the
DAIDL descriptions These provide multi-lingual type environments (cur-
rently, for C++ and Java) that allow service developers to write client-
side and server-side QoS code in a type safe manner. Marhalling and de-
marshalling code for QoS data exchange are also generated. The deployment
time tools match the QoS DAIDLS against the application IDLs, and based
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on the DDL specifications, generate despatch tables that control the invoca-
tion of DAIDL advice.

Run-Time Libraries. DADO run-time libraries handle despatch of advice,
and of requests. The run-time also handles the dynamic matching (on the
client-side) of client QoS features to QoS features deployed at the server.

Figure 1 (reproduced from [15]) describes the typical software process workflow
when using DADO to develop and deploy QoS features. The caption on the fig-
ure explains the process. We emphasize here that DADO aspires to the CORBA
“hourglass” philosophy: a simple, flexible, powerful programming model that can
be implemented in a variety of different ways. In particular, DADO allows QoS
features to be implemented in a variety of programming languages (currently, we
support Java and C++), and allows QoS elements to be inserted (instrumented)
into the application code in a variety of different ways. Certainly, in a heteroge-
neous environment, different implementation and instrumentation technologies
can co-exist.

Fig. 1. DADO Development Process. The left hand side (within the dotted lines) indi-
cates the conventional CORBA process. On the right, the DADO service development
begins (1) with modeling the interfaces to DADO adaplets using DAIDL; from this the
DAIDL compiler generates (2) plumbing code, and typing contexts for adaplet imple-
mentations. The programmer writes (3) the adaplet implementations and links to get
(4) the adaplets. Now, the development specialist prod uces (5) deployment specs, and
these are used by deployment tools to install (6) the adaplets at the proper application
object locations. Deployment can occur at compile time, link time, or run-time, de-
pending on the instrumentation technology used (only run-time insertion is illustated
in the figure).
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3 Security Example

We now turn to the security policy example presented at the beginning of this
paper. The Dado interface description of this QoS feature is shown below. We
note that this description simply provides the interface; as in the case of CORBA
(and as described above in figure 1) this interface is processed by tools to pro-
vide stubs and skeletons; the skeletons then have to be implemented by service
programmers.

adaplet Wall {
server {
request authenticInfo(in Authentic::Token tok);
request register(in Authentic::Token tok,

in long duration);
advice void check()

raises(NotRegistered,NoAccess);
};
client {
advice contactAuthentic();

};
};

A QoS feature in DADO (specifically, DAIDL) is termed an adaplet. An
adaplet has two interfaces, one for the client side, and one for the server side. In
this case, the client-side adaplet interface comprises one advice method, which
intercepts the client-side of application methods that require security policy en-
actment. The implementation of the advice contactAuthentic in this case will get
the authentication token, and communicate it to the server side. The server-side
adaplet will have the logic to check this token, and also register the client with
a particular server implementation. These two operations (receiving and check-
ing the token, and registering a client) are modeled in the server side adaplet
interface as requests: authenticInfo does the former, and register the latter. Fi-
nally, the advice operation check will intercede on application methods requiring
security policy enactment.

4 Performance (Cacheing) Example

We present a cacheing example, whereby a client requests string-indexed val-
ues (e.g. stock quotes) from a server. These values are assumed to periodically
change, as the server receives updates from a notification (“push”) service. Here,
a client-side adaplet maintains a string-indexed cache of values. If a request can
be answered from the cache, the server is never contacted. To complicate matters
slightly, we also assume that the client side adaplet can request the server side
for a time-to-live (TTL) value. The server side adaplet maintains TTL values for
various string indices by intercepting updates and observing update frequency
for various string indices (e.g., the “NYSE:HAL” ticker symbol might be updated
more often when an oil-producing country is invaded).
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adaplet Cache
{ client〈 A 〉 {

request void set TTL(in long ttl);
around A get(in string hashcode);

};
server {

request void ask for TTL();
before void update TTL();

};};

We start with an abstract interface to the client and server side adaplet
components necessary to carry out the caching service. The client-side includes
a request operation to receive TTL values that are “piggybacked”1. on server
responses. Additionally, an around advice is specified to short circuit client re-
quests for which cached data is available. The cache is keyed through the string
index. This index is obtained from the application that the cache is deployed on.
The type of data stored by the cache can be polymorphic and is bound though
the type parameter A.

On the server side there is also one request and one advice operation. The
request ask for TTL allows the client side adaplet to signal the server side that
it is planning to cache the data in the current invocation response. The before
advice update TTL should be triggered whenever application events occur on the
server side that invalidate cache data. This allows the server to heuristically
adjust its forecasted TTL values. The DDL specification to bind this service to
a specific application is shown below. Notice the instantiation of type parameter
A with float.

adaplet ClientSideStockCache : Cache
{

client: Cache 〈 float 〉 {
pointcut cachedOperation(in string x) :

call(float StockServer::getQuote(x));
around cachedOperation(x) :

get(in string x);
};

};

Now, the abstract interface must be specialized for deployment on both client
and server. Specialization is acheived through object-oriented inheritance. In
order to cache the result of the StockServer::getQuote operation the client side
cache type parameter A is instantiated as float. The pointcut cachedOperation
matches the invocation to StockServer::getQuote and captures the argument to
key the cache. Finally this pointcut is applied to the around advice that we want
to intercept these invocations.
1 The DADO runtime packages QoS related messages from client to server (or vice

versa) in the service context field in the IIOP RPC message
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adaplet ServerSideStockCache : Cache
{

server{
pointcut timedOperation() :

call(void StockServer::setQuotes(in QuoteList));
before timedOperation(): update TTL();

};
};

The server side deployment consists of dispatching the update TTL advice for
operations where TTL calculation can be updated. The pointcut timedOperation
matches the operation StockServer::setQuotes and is applied so update TTL will
be dispatched before those invocations.

5 Current Status

Currently, DADO works on both Linux and Windows. On both platforms, we
support both TAO and JacORB. DADO tooling can generate both C++ (Gnu
and Microsoft) and Java. Performance measurements indicate that the overhead
of our marshalling and dispatching machinery is reasonably modest. Details are
available in [15]. Several sample services have been implemented; including the
above two, we have also implemented a generic failover service. We have also
experimented with generic adaptations to prevent denial-of-service attacks, and
generic implementations of P2P architectural styles. Work in progress includes
development of a DADO-like approach for web services, as well as dynamic, co-
ordinated deployment of QoS services in complex, distributed, feature-rich and
feature-interacting settings.

6 Related Work

There is related work on handling cross-cutting adaptations in heterogenous
enviornments. We have already compared DADO with reflective ORBS [14,8,
3]. Interceptors [14,9], and filters [11] can intercept every method, but require
marshalling and dispatch to be hand-constructed without the benefit of static
typechecking. Proxies and wrappers [5,12] are specific to applications. Contain-
ers [10,13] generalize by exploiting code generation, but require new code gen-
erators for each new QoS approach. In addition, client-side QoS adaptations are
not supported.

Duclos, Estublier, and Marat [4] describe the component virtual machine,
(CVM). CVM provides a meta-object protocol for components that allows com-
ponent adaptation, specific as AspectJ-style pointcuts. DADO is similar in spirit,
but complements CVM by allowing component adaptations on both client and
server sides. CQoS [6] allows the construction of generic QoS components us-
ing generic QoS components, and application/platform dependent interceptors.
Cactus provides consistent coordination adaptation of distributed systems using
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micro-protocols. DADO exploits on aspect-oriented model for adapting appli-
cations with QoS features. CQoS allows per-object QoS bindings, whereas the
current implementation of DADO only allows per-POA bindings.

7 Conclusion

DADO provides a convenient programming model for building QoS features
such as security, fault-tolerance and billing/usage tracking in a distributed, het-
erogenous, setting. DADO can conveniently handle split-context QoS features,
and supports piggy-backed messaging from client to server side and vice versa.
DADO supports a variety of different instrumentation techniques interoperably.
DADO comprises a modeling language, code generation tools, run-time enhance-
ments, and a deployment language. DADO is currently available for both Java
and C++ on JacORB and TAO, and works on both Linux and Windows. An
unsupported version is available at rickshaw.cs.ucdavis.edu
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